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MEDITATION PRACTICE AND RESEARCH 

ROGER WALSH works in the Department of 
Psychiatry of the University of California at lrvine 
Medical Schml. His pemnal meditative experiences 
have resulted in a persistent and ongoing shattering of 
hia beliefa about who and what we are, and about the 
nature of mind, mnsciousneas, self, and the world. 
Aftersix yeamof practice, he feels that he hnsonlyjust 
begun. that we have vaatly underestimated the human 
mind and potential, that we barely suspect how much 
we don't know, and that our 'well-being and eurvival 
may depend upon finding out 

S u m m a r y  

Thin arlicle provldea an introduction and overview of meditation practice. 
theory, and m a r c h .  The models of human nature and consciousness from 
the meditative traditions are compared with traditional Western 
psychological modela, and the former are suggested to encompass a wider 
range of stated of mnsciousnem and psychological well-being. The various 
modela and mechanisms, psychological and physiological. Eastern and 
Western, that have been advanced to account for the effects of meditation 
are reviewed. Meditation practice is discussed both as a self-renulation 
strategy for specific pegchotherapeutic and psychophysiological a i m  and 
as a discipline for deepself-aplorationand transformation. When used for 
intensive self-exoloration. medilation is best viewed asone mmmnent of a 
pmeeas demanding and pmducing a thoroughpoing transforktion of 
aspeetn of life and thouuht The o r o m i o n  of ex~erienees. insinhtn. and 
stken of consciousnei that (end-to emerge i i t h  intenaiv; insight 
meditation are deacibed, as are the author's initial aperienees. The 
research literature on the effecta and therapeutic applications of 
meditation is reviewed. 

We know the outer world of senaations and actions, but our inner 
world of thwghtn and feelings we know very little. The primary 
purpose of meditation in to beeame conscious of and familiar with 
our inner life. The ultimate purpose is to reach the source of life and 
mmiousneaa. 
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Skill in meditation affectn deeply our charncter. We & slaves to 
what we do not know; of what we know we are masters. Whatever 
vice or weakness in oumlves wediscover and understand itncourses 
and itn workings, we overcome it by the very knowing: the 
unconscious d iwlves  when brought into the conncious [Sri 
Nisargadatta Maharaj. 1913. p. 151. 

Within the last decade meditation has gone from a l i t t leknown and 
much dismissed esoteric practice largely confined to non-Western 
culturen and spiritual practicestoapopular self-help tool widely used by 
Westerners. The  rapidity of this shift has been dramatic, and there a re  
now several million people practicing meditation in the United States 
alone. In  addition, a significant body of research hasemerged, and there 
has been an initial recognition of the wealth of information present in 
m m e  traditional texts, both Wentern and non-Western. 

DEFINITION 

The termUmeditation" refers toafamily of praeticen tha t  train attention 
in order to heighten awareness and bring mental processes under 
greater voluntary control. The  ultimate aims of these practices a r e  the 
development of deep insight into the nature of mental praesses ,  
conseiousnens, identity, and reality, and the  development of optimal 
states of psychological well-being and consciouneea However, they can 
also be used for a variety of intermediate a i m  such as psychothera- 
peutic and psychophysiological benefits. 

HISTORY 

The  beginningaol meditationarelost inantiquity butcanbetraced back 
for at least 3000 years. Since t h e n  i t  has spread acroas culturea and 
centuriea 

Although there a r e  many varietiesofmeditation, they all have much 
in common. All train awareness and work to br ing the mind under 
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greater voluntary control. However, individual practices may vary in 
the object of awareness, such as the breath, special images, or emotions 
(such as love), they may use different typea of attentional strategies, and 
they may have different intermediary aims, for example, thecultivation 
of specific attributes and virtuen such as genercsity,love, compassion, 
concentration, or wisdom 

Specific meditation practices have evolved across the centuries, 
reflecting the insights, proclivities, and cultures of their 
For example, the baeic practices taught by the Buddha some 2600 years 
ago have been maintained largely in their original form in Southeast 
Asia have elaborated into a complex family of practicea in Tibet, and 
have merged with Taoism and other disciplines to form Chan in China 
and then Zen in Japan  

In Weatern Christianity, certain f o r m  of prayer and kntemplation 
share meditative goals and practices, and a deep contemplative 
movement hae existed since the earliest days. Indeed, the newly 
discovered gnostic texts, such as the Nag Hammadi Library (Robiwn, 
1977), suggeat that the traditional imagen of Christ and their lychurch 
that we have inherited represent a mnsewative perepeetive from which 
a rich contemplative and m y s t i d  dimension has largely been omitted. 
The ~esusof  theae terta'speaksof illusion and enlightenment, not of sin 
and repentance" (Pagela, 1979, p. xx), and inatructions similar to the 
following by a n  early church father. Dionepius Areopagita(Conze, 1976. 
p 19), a u l d  be found in any Eastern meditation text: 

Do thcu, well-beloved Tlmothy, in thy desire to arrive at myatic 
mntempltion, compel thyself to bedlmntangled fmm Ule senses. and imm 
the workings of the mind? 

However, by and large Christian orthodoxy has been suepiciousofthe 
mystical and gnostic, with their claim of personal understanding and 
awakening independent of prescribed approaches. Consequently, 
contemplative approaches and understanding have been excluded from 
the central role that they hold in certain Eastern disciplines. The 
sign-ificqce and cast of this f a d  may be difficult to overestimate 
(Needleman. 1980; Wilber. 1981). eap&ially when it is recognized that 
the esoteric cores of the great religions center on training in 
conaeiousness modification 

Several facactors seem to have facilitated the recent increase in interest 
in meditation. Them include the human potential movement, the 
diminution of the materialistic dream and a search within for the 
eatinfaction that waa not found outside, a growing intereat in non- 

Western cultures and philosophies and research into the nature of 
altered states of conaeiousneas. 

I From the r-ch on altered etaten came the recent and startling 
recognition that portions of some of the world's great religions can be 
viewed as statespecific teehnologiea for the induction of higher statesof 
consciouaneea At the esoteric mre of these disciplines as opposed to the 
articles of dogma to which the mnnm adhere, lie precisely delineated 

i practices aimed a t  traininpawarenensand mental processes(Tart. 1976; 
j Wilber. 1980: W h h  & Vaughan. 1980a). One of the most widespread 
i and central of them practices in meditation, which isoftenmgardedssa 
I cornerstone of a d v ~ e e d  work in these disciplines. 
i In the West, a relatively small percentege of people also practice 
1 meditation with this perspective However, a much larger population 

uses i t  for  i ts  short-term benefits, such aa relaxation. stress 
management, mU-eonildence, and a generally heightened sense of 
paycholo#ical well-being. 

Behavioral scientists and mental health practitioners have a h  
become interested, seeing meditation as a tool with potential both for 
facilitating the therapist'seffectivenessand aaamlf-regulationstrategy 
umful for a variety of clinical disorder& A sizable body of rsssarch now 
suggeata certain e l i n i d  applications and lends support to some of the 
c l a im made by practitioners a c m  the eenturiea This research 
literature is rapidly expanding, and more than half of it has been 
published within the last five years; for reviewa see Shaplro and Giber 
(1978), W h h  (1979). Shapiro (1980). Shapiro and Walsh (1983). and 
Walsh and Vaughan (1980a). 

THEORY 

Meditation s t e m  from and leads to a view of human nature, mind. 
psychology. and consei~lsneas that differs markedly in aome ways from 
our traditional Western psychological perspectives. In thissection. I will 
first examine the'nature of the meditation model, then compare the 
traditional Western view of it, and finally examine the mechanismthat 
may be involved in producing the effects of meditation. 

Ths Meditation Model of Conuciousnesrr 
Our traditional psychological and psychiatric models p i t  a limited 
number olsteteaof wmiousnesa andour usual waklngstate iaassumed 



to beoptimal. Some other states maybe functionally useful, for example. 
sleep or dreaming, but mast areviewed aa degenerate anddysfunctional 
in one way or another, lorexample, delirium, paychcmis, intoxication. No 
consideration is given to the possibility that states may exist that are 
even more functional than our usual waking one. 

On the other hand, mast meditation theories view our usual state aa 
suboptimal. The mind is seen aa largely outside voluntary control and aa 
continuously cresting a largely unrecognized stream of thoughts. 
emotiona images, fantasies, and essoeiations. These are held to dietort 
our awarenem, perceptual proeessea and senae of identity to an 
unrecognized degree. This distortion in described in various traditlons 
aa "maya." "aameara," or 'illusion" (Goldstein, 1976; Goleman. 1971). 
Theterm"illuaionn haaoften been mistaken to mean that the world does 
notexist. However, it actually refemtothe wnceptthat our perception is 
distorted to an unrecognized degree and hence is renderedillumry. 
From this perspective, we might argue that all human probleme 
orlginate from the unmmgnized inability to differentiate mind- 
prcdueed fantasies and distortions from objective sensory da ta  For 
example, how rarelydowedlrectly recognizeandexperience thatwe are 
the active creators of our perception a n d  that the unpleasantness. 
provocation, attraction, aversivenesa, beauty, uglinese, and soon that we 
think we uen in the world are ackrally creations of wr own minds. 

We am all prisonan 01 our own mind 
This rewgnition is tho first step om the b r n e y  of awak.ening. 

-Ram Dam (1876) 

Fortunately, these c la im about the nature of our usual state of 
consciousness, our lack d a w a r e n m  the unrecognized involuntary 
nature of many ofow mental pmeeaaea and thedistortions towhich they 
m s u b j w t  are readily open to pemnal  teating.Anyone whois willingto 
undertake a period of intensive training in observation of his or her own 
mental processee, such aa in an insight medltation retreatof perhapaone 
or two weeks' duration will b m m e  painfully aware of this tact. Indeed, 
one of the major dicta of all the meditative traditions is that these 
phenomena should be experienced and known dimt ly  by the individual 
rather than by what others aay about them. Many a behavioral scientist 
and therapist has heard of them thinga yet has been shocked into 
grudgingly acknowledging their  potency only after personally 
experiencing them (Waleh. 1977.1978; Ram Daes, 1978: Shapira 1978, 
1980). 

Trained meditative observation reveala that our usual consciousness 
is filled with a wntinual flux of subliminal thoughts, internal dialogue. 
and fantasies. In becoming lost and identified with this mental content, 
awareness is reduced and distorted, resulting in an unappreciated 
trance state. Thus, from the meditative perspective, our usual state of 
consciousness in seen aa a atute of hypncsia As in any hypnotic state, 
&ere need not be a recognition of the tranceor itaattendant constriction 

: of awareness, or a memory of the sense of identity prior to hypnosia 
Thoae thoughts with which we have identified may create our state of 
consciousness, identity, and reality(Walsh& Vaughan, 1980a 1980b). In 
the words of Buddha (in B y r o n  1976) 

We are what we think 
All Ulnt we are arises with our thoughte. 
With our thoughtu we make the world. 

From this perspective, the ego appears to represent the constellation 
of thoughta with which we usually identify and comes into existence as 
soon aa awarenew identifies unwnseiously with thought. Indeed. deep 
meditativeuself turns out to be a rapid flux of individual thought8 that, 
because of our usual limitations of awareness, is perceived aa solid and 
continuoua This is analogous to the experience of continuity and motion 
that our perception of the individual frames of a movie provides. 

Since they view the usual s tab  aa suboptimal, the meditative 
traditions obviously hold that more optimal states exist. Indeed, they 
nuagest that a large spectrum of altered states of consciousness exist, 
that mme are potentially useful, and that a few are trueYhigher'staten. 
The term'higher" indieaten that a state pcsseasea all the capaeitles and 
potentials of the usual statea plus some additional ones (Tart, 1976). 
These higher statea a re  seen aa realizable through mental training. 
meditation ia one particularbpeolsuch training.Thusgrowth isseen aa 
a realization of these stagen through the unlearning of unskillful and 
distorting mental habits- 

At the summit of mental development lie thmre condition6 of 
conaelousness that are the poal of advanced meditation, knownvariously 
as enlightenment or liberation. Verbal description8 must necessarily 
fail to do justice to the nature and experience of them conditions. Even 
the very word ustatem is inadequate, since it fails to do justlce to the 
dynamic nature of cnnaeiousneaa, and the ultimate condition of 
consciousness may represent the gmund of all states rather than any 
'individual state per rie (Wilber, 1980). Readers wanting more detailed 



accounts are reierred elsewhere, especially to the works of Ken Wilber. 
who ia probably the major integrator of different wchologiea both 
Easternand Weatern, intheworldtodag(see,forerample. Wilber. 1977. 
1979. 1980. his articles in the J o u d  of Humanislie Psychoh/,  the 
Journal of TmMprsonal P s y c h o h ,  and Rnrieion and his chaptera in 
Walsh & Vaughan, 1980a. and Walsh & Shapim. 1983). 

There ie, however, a remarkable similarity of descriptions of these 
states a c m  cultures and centuries by thase who have taken these 
practices to their limits. So  consistent are deeeriptions of these s tah  of 
consciousnese and the world view that originates from them that they : 

have constituted the baais of what have been called 'the perennial 
philosophy" (Huxley, 1944). ?he perennial paychologf' (Wilber. 1977). 
and "the perennial religionW(H. Smith, 19'76). These are a dencription of 
mnsciousnesa, self, and reality that can be found a t  theeeotericmreof all 
the great meditative-yogic traditions and religions (H. Smith, 1976; 
Wilber, 1971,1980). 

Ckpar ing  the Meditative 
and Weatern P~yehologieal Modela 
Now let us examine wha t  happens when tradltional Western 
psychological models and the meditative models are compared. What 
beeomen apparent is that what Kuhn (1970) has called a "paradigm 
clash" necessarily ensues. The terms'paradigm" andYparadigm clash" 

i 
have been ueed lmsely and too often. but willserveus hereto give asense 
of the problem involved in comparing modela Let us bepin by 
examining what happens when the claims of the consciousness 
dieeiplinea are examined from within atraditioml Western framework. 

First. claims for the existence of true higher states will tend to be 
dismisaed, sincn theusual stateof mnselouanesa is believed to beoptimal, 
and there is thus little plaeein mostWesten models for anything better. 
Not only will they usually be d i s m l d ,  but because many of the 
experiencen accompanying these states are unknown in the Wentern 
model, they are likely to be viewed as pathological. Thue. for example. 
the experiencen known as satori or kensho. intense but short-lived 
enlightenment experiences, include a sense of unity or  onenesa with the 
rest of the universe. However, sin= our tradltional Western model 
usuilly recognizes such experiences only when they a c u r  in psychosis. 
they are  likely to be pathologized. Without a n  awareness of 
paradigmatic assumptions, it beeomen very e w  to dismim such 
phenomena aa nonsensical or even pathological, a mistake that has been 
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made even by some of the mfflt outatanding Weatern mental health 
profesaionala For good critiquen of these types of error, see Deikman 
(1977). Xrippner and Brown (1979), a i d  Wilber (1980). Thus, for 
example. Freud (1962) dismissed oceanic experience as infantile 
helplesen&w and Alexander (1931) interpreted meditation as self- 
induced catatonia, while the Croup for the Advancement of Peychiatry 
(1976) viewed mysties as borderline wcho t i e s  

When we reverse perspectives and examine the Western model from 
the perspective of the meditative model, even morestartling mnclusionn 
arise. I t  can beseen that the meditative model is inherently a brander one 
than the traditional Wentern perspective, since the meditation model 
encompasses a broader range of s t a h  of consciousness, including all 
those recognized by the latter. Indeed. the traditional Western model 
can be viewed as a specific subaet of the medltatlve model. 

Thus the traditional Western model has a position via-8-vis the 
meditatlon model analogous to that of the Newtonian model via-Cvis an 
Einsteinian model in physics. The Newtonian model applies 
appropriately to objects moving at relatively low velocities, but when 
applied to high-velocity objectn, thls model no longer fits.  The 
Einsteinian model. on the other hand, encompasses both low and high 
speeds and, fmm this broader perspective, theNewtonian model and ite I 
inherent limitations are  perfectly loglcal and understandable 
(employing Einateinian and not Newtonian logic of course). However, 
the reverse does not hold, for Elmteinian logic and phenomena are not 
mmprehensible from wlthin aNewtonian framework. To try toeramine 
the larger model from the perspective of the smaller is inappropriate 
and nffessarlly productive of false wnclusions, since what lien outeide 
the range of the smaller model must nee-ily be misinterpreted by it 
(Waleh. 1980: Wahh & Vaughan. 1980a). 

Viewing our usual state of conseiousnees from this expanded model 
renults in some extraordinary implications. Our traditlonal model 
defines paychasis as a state of comiousness in which the mlnd is out of 
voluntary control and reality is mispercelved or distorted without 
recognition of that misperception. From one perspective of the 
meditative model, our usual state f i b  this definition since it is 
suboptimal, out of control, providena distorted perceptlon of realib., and 
faile to recognize that distortion1 From this perspective, our usual state 
is seen as a hypnotically constricted trance Like individuals who live 
their liven in a smog-filled city and only recognize the extent of the 
pollution and limited visibility when they climb intothe surrounding 
mountalne, mcst of us are said to live our llves unaware of our restricted 
awareness. 



Mode& and Mechanisme Proposed 
to Account for the Produetiql, 
o j  Meditatim Eflectn 
I t  is not clear how appropriate it is to think of certain mechanism as 
mediating the production of meditation effecta, since in a complex 
interdependent system, the very concept of mechanismmay besuspect, 
and there in always the considerable danger of reductionism. Thus, for 
example, meditation effects have been explained (away) aa due to 
reduced oxygen consumption, sleep, brain wave coherenee, and soon. In 
thin seetion, I will firat examine mechanism and models pmpoaed by 
Western psychology and neurophysiology and then discuss a now 
Western model from Buddhlst psychology, all the whlle trying to avoid 
the suggestion that any of these factora are all that meditation is, or are 
sufficient to account for meditation effects fully. 

Fmm one perspective. meditation can be viewed as a progressive 
heighteningof awareness of, and disidentificationfmm, mental content 
In practices such an inslght meditation, in which thestudentis trained to 
obeewe and identify all mental content and proee- rapidly and 
precieely. thin is particularly clear (Goldatein. 1976; Goleman, 1977). 
This is a slow pmeeas in which a gradual refinement of perception 
reaulta in a peeling away of awarenese from successively more subtle 
layera of identifieation. Thoughts with which one formerly identified 
become recognized aa just thoughts. 

For example, if Ule thought T m  seared" a r i w  and is seen to be j u t  a 
thought, then it exerts little influence. However, if the individual 
identifies with thatthought, then theexperiential reality is thatheor she 
is seared. This idintifietion sets in motlon a self-prophetic, self- 
fulfilling procaw, in which experience and psychological proeesees 
appear to validate the reality of that which was identUied with. This 
thought, "I'm scared," is now not something that can beaeen: rather, i t  is 
that from which everything elee is teen and interpreted. Awareness 
which could be transcendent and pcaitionlsaa, has now been constricted 
to viewing the world from a single; self-validating perspective 

There ia nothing more difficult than to beeome critieelly aware of the 
presuppmitionaol one'sownthought.. . . Even thoughtunbsaenrtinld 
directly except Ule thought by which we se~tlnirc[Schumaekr. 18771. 

With the heightened awarenessthata trainedmindcan bringtobear, 
this thought may now be recognized again, and in rewgnuingit aaonly a 

thought the individual g o e ~  from thinking that he or she is a seared 
person to the experience of beingaware of the thought Meditation may 
thus be seen aa a proceaa of dehypnosin from our usual hypnotized state 
of consciousness, which we call "normaliW but which meditative tradi- 
tions call 'sameara," "maya." or "dreaming." 

A number of other  mechanisms a r e  clearly also involved. 
Psychological mechanisms that have been suggested include relaxation. 
global desensitization, munterconditioning, and a variety of cognitive 
medlating factors. At the physiological level, suggested mechanisms 

I include reduced metabolism and arousal, hemispheric laterallzation (a 
shift in the relative activity ofthe two cerebral hemispherea), brain wave 
resonance and coherence, and a shift in the balance between the 
activating and quieting components of the autonomic nervous system 
(Shapiro & Giber. 1978; Walah. 1979; Shapiro, 1980). 

Developmental models that emphasize the emergence of auceessive 
stages. states, and mpacities m e  be potentially less reductionistic than 
those that attempt toview meditationintermsofoneor afew underlying 
mechanism. From such a perspective, meditation can be viewed as a 
developmental catalyst, facilitating the correction of incomplete or 
distorted earlierstagessnd theemergenceof t ~ e h i g h e r s t a ~ e a ( ~ i l b e r .  
1980; Walsh & Vaughan. 1980b). 

Another way in which meditative mechanism can be viewed is in 
t e r m  of Tart's (1976) systems model of consciousness. Tart  views 
mnsciousnena aa a complex. dynamic system constructed from various 
components such a6 thought, emotion. attention, identity, arousal, and so 
on. Different types of meditation can be viewed as cultivatingapecific 

I 
components. While insight meditation specifically trains attention, 
other t y p  work, for example, with emotion or the nense of identity. 
Some practices uae specific strategies that we would now recognize as 
counterconditioning and clsssical mnditioning to cultivate love. When 
this or any other component of consciousness is cultivated to a sufficient 
degree, it may result in significant shifts in the state of consciousneaa 
Although different practices employ different starting points, it is 
intereating to note that they all aim for a final common state-- 
enlightenment. 

Several non-western psychologies also contain modela that attempt to 
explain how meditative effecta a re  produced. One Buddhist 
psychological model based on "mental factors" is particularly useful in 
making comparisons with Western paychotherapeuticpracticea. MenM 
factors are qualities or statesof mind said to determine therelationship 



between conaciousneaa and the object of wnseiousne- (the Swwry 
atimuluB of whichfoneciousneasisa~are).Th~8. fo rexam~le~ the  mental 
factor of aversion describe a state in which W ~ W ~ O U S ~ W  tend8 to 
withdraw from or avoid a particular stimulus. Buddhist ~ycho1og'' 
deacrib fifty odd menbl factors, of which we will examineseven 

' 

here, t h e ~ f a c ~ m  of englightenment"The~ ureseven qualitiesthat are , 
deli&ra&)y cultivated by Buddhist meditators, since i t  is held that 
when they are cultivated md balanced one with another. thw result in 

optimal of awareness to each moment of experience 
(~~ ld , , t e i~ ,  1976; Walah, &Ieman, Kornfidd. Penaa & Shapiro. 1978; 

I 

Kornfield. 1980; Walsh & Shspiro. 1983). 
~h~ firer of these qualities is mindfulness ahich 'is the cluali9 of 

being of the nature of the object of w n 8 ~ i w S n w .  'Thus, for 
ized such, rather than the individual 

a is reeogn izing that it is merely a fantasy becoming lost in if without W g n  
~h~ remaining six mental factomare divide dinto two g ~ u p s o f  three 

that be balanced foi optimum psychologiecrl well-being. 
ia that of energizing or arousal factors, comPrl6ing 
investigation, and rapture.These are balanced three calming 

fwtont-wncentration, tranquility, and equanimitY The energy f*tor 
refem to the level, which ahould be balanced between the 
,,tremea of agitation and torpor. lnveatigation refers to the active 
enploration of the moment-tormoment experience and s m  Qf mind- : 

while rapture to 8 positive aenae of joy and intense interest in the 
moment-*moment experience. The calming factors involve mncentr* 
tion, which ia the ability maintain attention on a specific object: 
tranquility, is calm and freedom from anxiety and dsgibtion; and 
eguanimit).. refere to the capacity to expe'ience any fienadion 
without disturbing the mental stab. 

western thetapieta have tended to emphaeize the active factom of 
energy and investigation in psychological exploration What hm,not 
been appreciated is that pe.rceptual and intuitive sensitivity and insight 
are limited without a complementary development of @ncentratlon. 
tranquility, and equanimity On theother hand. Eastern traditionshave 
sometimes t h w  factom, so. that individuals may 
develop intense ooncentrition and calm without a balanced complemen- 
tary cultivation of investigation and energetic observation. Such 
practices lead to euphoric experiences but relatively little deep wisdom 
or permanent liberation from mental canditioning. Rather, optimal 

effects are held to occur when all seven factor6 are cultivated in a 
balanced. mutually facilitating manner. 

MEDITATION PRACTICE 

While the general principle? and methode of practice are the same, the 
intensity and degreeofcommitment requiredforapermn wishingtouee 
meditation for inteneive exploration and gmwth w e  fw greater than 
thoae required of the person who wishea to employ i t  merely as a aelf- 
realation strategy for a limited pafchological or eumatic disturbance. 
The major part of this aection will deal with inkneepraetice.aince thia 
also encompaaaes the leaser demands of using meditation aa a clinical 
aelf-regulation etrategy, 

F6r an individual committed to the deepest and moat thomughming 
self-transformation. meditation is best viewed cu butonemmponentof a 
shift in attitudes, thought ewech, and behavior aimed a t  the deepest 
pcslrible trunslormstion of mind, awareness, identity, lifestyle, and 
relationship to the world. Any meditator soon reeowizee that while 
behavior otiginatea lmm themind. all behaviaralsolaves itaimprint on 
the mind and conditione and imprints the stste in which it wss 
performed. Training in meditation ia therefore usually accompanied by 
prel iminw and concomitant shifts in lifest~le designed to enhance 
positive mental atates and reduce negative ones. Thue, for example, the 
meditator is advised to be strictly ethical in all behavior. Buddhist 
psychology recommends. ataminimum, refraining fmm b. 'Ing, staling, 
sexual misconduct. killing, and the consumption of mind-elouding 
intaxicanta Traditionally, thia is mid to lead to what is called 
"purification." in which unekillful and wunterproduetive behaviors are 
gradually winnowed awey. 

This ethicality is not to be eonfused with externally imposffl or  
sanctioned moraliem. which adopts a judgmental right/wrong, 
goodlbad perspeetiveonbehavior.Rather, nomeditator can long remain 
unaware that unethical behavior is motivated by emotione and s t a b  
such as greed, anger, and avereion. that unethical behavior enhances 
these statea, and that they in turn disrupt the mind, leaving it agitated. 
eilty, and trapped still more deeply in painful canditioning. 

Other useful practices include the cultivation of pnemsity and 
sewice ti others Ea ways of rfflucing egotistical self-centerednw and 



desire. Practitioners may also be drawn to a life of what haa been termed 
"voluntary simplicity" (Elgin,  1981). With deepened practice.  
meditators recognize the dieruptingeffectaof greed and attachment. At 
the same time, they find themselves better able to generate a sense of 
well-being and the pogitive emotions for which they were formally 
dependent upon external passessions and stimuli, and they may thus 
experience lessneed to own the latest and biggest car, boat, or color 
television set. Rather, greater pleasure is found in a deepening 
sensitivity to the moment-to-moment flow of experience, and each 
moment, no matter what one is doing, becomes a source of rich and 
multifaceted stimulation. 

For most people, meditation is a slow, cumulative process, so that no 
one should commence it  unless he or she is prepared to make a 
commitment todaily practlce for a minimum of aboutamonth. Practice 
may be begun either with short daily sessions, such aa twenty minutea or 
half an hour once or twice a day, or, for individuals who wish to jump in, 
with a retreat in which one engages in more or less continuous 
meditition for a period of days or weeks. The latter in more difficult in 
that initial intensive practice can often be quite arduous, but i t  is also 
more rewarding in that even several days of intensive continuous 
practice will be sufficient to produce a rangeof experiencesand inaights 
beyond the ken of normal daily life. While it is pcsaible to make some 
progress unaided, any deep practice is greatly facilitated by a gwd 
teacher or guide with conaiderable penvrnal experienceof thediscipline. 

Meditation practices can be subdivided into two main categories: 
concentration and awarenees. Concentration meditation aimsespecially 
a t  developingthe ability of the mind to focusattention imperturbably on 
specific objecb such as  the breath, an emotion, or amen ta l  factor. 
Awareness meditations, on theother hand, aim at  examining the nature 
of mind, eonaciousneas. and the ongoing flux of moment-to-moment 
experience. Meditation8 such as transcendental meditation (TM) that 
focus on arepetitiveinternally generated wundor thought can beseen aa 
mncentration practices; Zen or insight meditations, which ultimately 
aim to open the individual to an awareness of whatever passes through 
the field of awarenesa, can be aeen aa awareness practices. 

In concentration meditation the individual attempts to fix attention 
on a specific stimulus, such aa the breath. However, attention remains 
fixed for a remarkably short period, and the individual soon fin& him- 
or herself lost in fantasy, inner dialogue, or unconscious reverie of some 
type. As soon as this is realized, attention is brought back to the breath 

and maintained there until lost again. Thin rapidly results in astartling 
and dimncert ing recognition: namely, thatthedegreeof awareness and 
control over attentional proeesees is far less than we usually reeogniw. 
Most beginning meditators are astonished to recognize just how muchof 
their lives and mental pmc- are on unconscious automatic pilot. 

Since the power and extent of this automaticity is so difficult for 
someone without personal experience of i t  to understand, i t  is 
worthwhile for any nonmeditator to try the following exercise. Set a 
timer for approximately ten minutes. Take a comfortable seat, close 
your eyes, and turn your attention to thesensationeof breathingin your 
abdomen. Try to stay with the sensations continuously as the abdominal 
wall rises and falls, and focus your attention carefully, precisely, and 
micrmpica l ly  on the sensation8 that arise and paaa away each instant. 

: Don't let your attention wander for a moment. If thought0 and feelings 
arise, just let them be there and continue to focus your awarenesa on the 
seneations of the breath. While you continue to pay close attention to the 
sensations. s tar t  counting the breaths from ten down to one, and after 
you reach one, go back to ten again. However, if you lose count or if the 
mind wanders from the sensations of the breath, even for an instant, go 
back to ten and s tar t  again. If you get lost in fantasy or distracted by ' 
internal or external stimuli, j u t  recognize what haa happenedand 
gently bring the mind back to the breath and start counting again. 
Continue thin process until the timer tells you to stop, and then estimate 
how much of the time you were actually fully aware of the experience of 
breathing. 

Moat people will find that only a very small percentage of their time 
wan spent fully aware of the senantiom of the breath. With continued 
practice and longer durations many find that this awareness iseven leae 
than they initially thought, aince much of the time spent lost in fantasy is 
not initially recognized. However,this briefexerciseehould besufficient 
to give a slight flavor of the problem. If you have not already done so. 
pleaae do this exercise before reading further. 

With prolonged practice, concentration gradually improves, and 
meditators a r e  able to maintain their focus for progiessively longer 
perioda As they do so, a number of concomitant experiences occur, such 
aa calm, equanimity, aaenaeof lightneae and well-being, and, ultimately. 
a range of altered states (Brown, 1977). 

Although the practice of concentration can be very useful and 
pleasurable, some traditions view it more aa a facilitator of awareness 
meditation than as an end in itself. Insight or awareneen practices also 



' .  aim a t  directing attention, but allow it to shift to focus electively on 
whatever is predominant within the field of awareness. Thus the 

. individual practicing insight meditation might begin by foeusing 
. attention on the breath, but as other stimuli such as thoughts, sensation6 
. or emotions become predominant, attention is allowed to focus on and 

' examine each of them in succession. 
'., In doing this, the first level of innightathatdevelopare whatmightbe 

called "psychodynamic." That is, the individual recognizes patterns of 
,'.'. thought and behavior such as might be recognized in traditional 
. psychotherapy. However, as the practice deepens, the significantly 

. ' enhaneed capabilities of concentration, calm, and equanimity allow 
... deep insight8 into the nature of psychological processes. This level of 

, insight bringn an illumination of how the mind is constructed. One . ,. 
... begins to see, for example, the way a single thought may arise into 

awareness and modify all perception. The arisingofdesire may be seen 
to modify perception and result in the production of a state and 

.!- motivational system aimed at not only obtaining, but clutching at and 
. resisting detachment fmm the object of the desire. Simultaneously, 

, associations and fears concerning the possible loas of the object may be 
observed. One begins to gain insight into the fundamental nature of 

' : processes such aa motivation, perception, and ego. Everything in the 
mind is seen to be in constant change, and the illusion that there abides . .. 
deep within thepsycheapermanentunchangingegoorself isseentobea . . 

. construction of perceptual innensitivity. With this recognition, there 
. occurs a letting go of egocentric motivation and an enhanced 
,. identification with others and the universe a t  large. 

The range of experiences is extraordinarily large and intense, far 
.. beyond anything that is experienced in daily life, and suggests that 

* almost any experience may occur in meditation as a reault of greater 
. ' opennesa and sensitivity (Kornfield. 1979). Indeed, more experienced 

meditators date that what tendstoemerge as one continues to havemore 
' and deeper experiences is an underlying calm and nonreactive 
. equanimity, so that thls greater range of experiences can be 0 b s e ~ e d  
.. and allowed without disturbance, defensivenem or interference. More 
; '  and more, the individual identifies him- or hereelf with the d m  

, .. observer or witness of these experiences, rather than with the 
' ,  experiences per ee (Goldstein; 1976; Ram Dasa. 1978). 

Many meditators, including behavioral aeientiste, have reported that 
' 

as they continued to meditate, they experienced a deepening of their 
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intellectual understanding of the statements of more advanced 
practitioners I t  therefore appears that intellectual underntandlng in 
this area demands an experiential basin and that what is incompre- 
hensible a t  one stage may subquent ly  become more understandable 
once the individual has experienced eome of the meditative proeese. 

Occasionally. some of the experiences that occur may be disturbing. 
such ae anxiety, tension anger, pev.-pthl change8 in sense of e l f  and 
real i ty(Laza~s.  1976: Kennedy. 1976; Kornfield. 1979: Walsh& Roche. 
1979). T h e e  may sometimes be quite intense. but generally are 
shortlived and remit spontaneously. In many caaea they seem Lo 
repreeent a greater sensitivity to, and emergence of, previously 
repieased peychological memories and wnflicta Thus the lnltial pain of 
experiencing them may be a nffassary price for proeessing and 
discharging them. 

For thme who wish to learn to meditata there are several helpful 
books. Some that beginnem may find uleful include LeShan (1976). 
Goldstein (1976). Ram Duns (1978). Shapim (1978). and Levine (1979). 
However, books by themselves are rarely enough, and i t  is extremely 
helpful to have the support and guidance of a teacher. Meditation 
teachers and enters  can often be found through a pefuaal of the phone 
book, particularly for the more popular varietiee such as transcendental 
meditatlon or Zen A useful reference list of centers and teachers is 
contained in the appendix of the book by Ram D m  (1978). 

APPLICATIONS O F  MEDITATION 

The applications of meditation can perhaps be best consldered in t e r m  
of the levels and degrees of peychological intervention available. One 
useful division views such interventionti in terms of three levels 
therapeutic, existentlal. and soteriological (Wilber. 1977). The 
therapeutic level is ewentially aimed a t  reducing overtpathology. while 
the existential aims a t  confronting the givens of existence, euch as 
responsibility. finitude, death. and so on. The mteriological level is 
aimed a t  liberation or enlightenment and, as such, has been little 
recognid  in trsditiokl Western modelauWe haveon the psychology of 
liberation--nothing" (Gordon Allport in J.  C. Smith. 1976). 

At the therapeutic level, a conniderable body of research data is 
available to suggest that meditation may have a wide range of 



application for both psychological and somatic. particularly 
psychcsomatic, disordern.The general picture that isemergingeuggeeta 
that meditation may enhance pnychologLal well-being and perceptud 
sensitivitv (for extensive reviews, see Shapiro & Giber. 1978; Shapim. - ~ . . 

1980). 
Many atudim have reported that meditation reduce8 anxiety, either 

for nonspecific anxiety and anxiety neurosis (Girodo, 1974; Shaplm, 
1976) or for specific phobias such an of enclosed epaees, examinations. 
being alone. or heart attack (Boudreeu, 1972; French & Tupin. 1974). 
Clinics1 r-ch has indicated that drug and alcohol abuee m w  be 
reduced (Shafii, Lavel, & Jaffe, 1976; Benmn, 1969; Benaon & Wallsee, 
1972; Shapiro & Zifferblatf 19761, while hospitalieed psychiatric 
patients with 8 variety of disorders may benefit from daily 
tranncendental meditation (Glueek & Stmbe l .  1978). 

There have been reports of psychoaornatic benefits. Meditation 
haa been employed successfully tor rehabilitation after myocardial 
infaretion (Tulpule. 1971). in the treatment of bronchial anthms and 
ineomnia (Honsberger, 1973: Woolfolk. 1976). and in the reduction of 
blood cholesterol levels and high blood preseure (Datey, Deshmukh, & 
Dalir, 1969; Benaon B Wallace, 1972; Patel. 1975: Swne& DeLeo. 1876). 

Positive effects have also been noted in healthy nonclinical 
populations. A numberof studies haveauggested that meditatorschange 
more thnn control subjeeta in the direction of enhanced confidence. 
self-esteem, wnne of wlfcontrol, empathy, and self-actualization (Leeh. 
1970; Nidich, Seeman, & Dreehin, 1973; Hielie. 1974). 

Although there is little empirical evidence available. a number of 
teachers have reported eex and cultural differences. Women areaaid t0 

make more rapid progress than men, and Asian!, more rapid than 
Westerners. 1 interviewed eminent Asian teachers of vipaasana , 
meditation who had extensive experience teaching both Asian and 
Western students, and all of them agreed that Westerners were 
sianificantly slower (Waleti. 1981). Among the factors they su~g-ted to 
account lor thin were lem faith in the practice, the ready availability01 
sensory distractions and gratifications,. aexusl preoccupations. 
difficulty with concentration, intolerance of hardship, imufficient 
effort,  and the tendency Lo do self-psychotherapy rather than 
meditation. If theaeeuggeatione arecorrect, they may lend support tothe 
Eaatern claim that Western culture and materialism exact a wet on the 
mind and consciousness 

In summary, then, experimental evidence clearly indicates that 
meditation m-ay have considerable therapeutic potential. However, few 

definite claims can be made, and many points remain unclear. For  
example, many studies have been flawed by methodologid problema, 
such an the lack of adequate control group,  uncertain expeetation and 
placebo effects, and dubious measurement procedures. Furthermore. 
eeveral recent studies have suggested that meditation may not 
necessarily be more. effective for clinical dimrdem than are other 
aelf-regulation strategies, such as relaxation training and self-hypnoaia 
(Kirsch & Henry. 1979). although. in mwt caaen, the amount of 
meditation experience thatsubjectshave had isvery small by meditative 
n o m .  On the other hand. in seve'ral atudies aubjecta have reported 
meditation experience8 to be more meaningful. pleasurable, and 
relaxing than those of other strategiea. even where objective messurea 
did not aeparate them Patients who are most likely to benefit from 
meditation are thoae who are not severely disturbed and who perceive 
themselves w possessing an internal locus of control. 

Experimental mewren alao indicate greater perceptual eemitivity. 
Sen&ry threaholde. the lowest levels a t  which stimuli can be detected, 
are lowered (Davidson. Goleman, & Schwartz, 1976), while the 
cnpacltiee for empathy(kh,  1970; Leung. 1973)and field independence 
(Linden. 1973: Pelleteir, 1974) are  increased. Thus both phenomenw 
logical and objective studies agree with claesicul literature that 
meditation enhmcea perceptual sensitivity. A broad range of physio- 
logical, chemical, and hormonal d e c t a  have a h  bean detected (for 
reviewe, nee Walsh, 1979; Shapim, 1980) but will not be d immed  
here. : 

Meditation may a h  be ueeful for therapisb (Carrington, 1878; 
Shaplro. 1980). A number of subjective reports and two experimental 
papen (Lesh. 1970: Leung, 1979) auggeat that meditation may enhance 
empathic sensitivity and accurae.  The deep insighta into the workinm 
of one's own mind that meditation provides aleoseemtoailow for insight 
into, and compaeeion w a r d .  the painful mental pa t te rn~~that  cllenta 
bring to therapy. As in many traditional Weatern psychothenpiea, It ie 
recognized that the meditatar's sell-insight and wisdom arethe limiting 
facbra for suceeaaful help to others. Therefore, the meditator isurged to 

' continually deepen hia or her own practice aa the mmt effective way of 
benefiting other% 

Finally, meditation is available aaa  tool for those who wish to plumb 
thedepths of theirownbeing.Here itcan beuaedtoexpiorethenatureof 
mind, identity. and consciousness, to grapple with the deepest questions 
of existence any human being can confront. and, ultimately. to seek to 
transcend them all in aradical transformation of conacioueneasand the 



seeker. For such a pereon, meditation is said to provide a tool thatcan be 
used from the beginning to the very end of thequest. Such apath isnot for 
the fainthearted, since the individual must be willing to confront a w  
and every experience the mind can creak, and that range isvast indeed. 

Although the deepeat insighta may occur a t  any moment, such a 
practice is 'mually to be reckoned in years rather than in hours or even 
months Ramana Mahamhi, one of the mcmt respected Hinduteachers in 
the last century, noted that'mind control is not your birthright Those 
who have succeeded owe thelr liberation to perseverance" (Kornfield, 
1977). Thls recognition prompted Medard Bcas(lW), oneof theearliest 
Western paychiatrista to examine meditative prsetlc- firsthand, to 
comment that, compared with the intensity of yogic self-exploration 
'even the beat Western training analyais is not much more than an 
introductory course" Coming to full voluntary contml of one'sown mind 
has been culled the artof artsand theaeienceofsciencea. While thin hasa 
hyperbolic ring to it, few people who have tried i t  would probably 
dlaagree. 

O f  muse, one does not have to commit onenelf totally to this path. All 
of ue can 'explore it as little or as much as we wish and can expect 
proportionate benefita Nowhere is the old maxim about gettingout of 
nomething what you put into it truer than in meditation Although 
initially often quite difficult, the practice is both =If-reinforcing and 
self-fulfilling, and the progressive experiences of deepening calm, 
equanimity, understanding, and cornpamion may draw one gently and 
pleasurably into deeper and deeper exploration. 

The thought manifests as the word. the word manifeatn as the deed. 
The deed develop into habit, and the habit hardena i n b  charpeter. 
So watch the thought and ita ways with mre 
And let it apring from love born art of respmt for all beingu 
For all beings are One 

-Anonymous 

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 

The following is a condensed description of the first twoyean,ofnwown 
meditative experiences. I am includin~euch an account in thebelief that 
it may give aome new, however partial and inadequate, of the powerful 

and pereonally meaningful nature of thepractice. There is a huge gap 
between a theoretical paper on meditation and the direct experience. It 
is hoped that such a report by a mental health professional may be of 
pe%nal interent to readers who are conaidering the possibility of trying 
meditation for themaelvek A more detailed accountoftheseexperiencee 
is available elsewhere (Walsh. 1977, l978), and for those readers who 
wieh to r ~ e e  a detailed case etudy of meditation employed for a apecific 
clinical dinorder, an excellent account is available in Shapiro (1980). 

Because parts of this account deacribe experiences that occurred 
during very intensive continuous meditation in retreate, many of the 
experiences are far more intenna and difficult than UYW usually 
encountered by deople practicing for brief daily perioda 

This is an aeeount of thesubjectlve experiences of aome two yamof  
vipasaana or insight meditation. During the first year thin consisted of 
an average of approximately 1 hour per day, and during the second was 
increased to about 2 hours, as well as some 6 weeks of lntenaive 
meditation retreata, uaually of 2 weeks' duration. These retrerrts 
consisted of about 18 ta 20 hours daily of continuous walking and sitting 
meditation performed in total silence and without eye wntacf reading. 
or writlng. While this amount of practlce may be vastly leas than that of 
mom experienced practitioners, it has certainly proved sufficient to 
eliclt a rangeofexperiences beyond the kenofday-Maynonmeditative I 

living. 
I began meditation with onehalf hour each day, and during the first 

three to six month there were few times during which I could honestly 
say with complek certainty that I was definitely experiencing benefita 
from it. Except for the painfully obvious stUf back and sore knee& the 
psychological effecteother &an oeeasionnl relaxation weresosubtle and 
ephemeral that I could never be sure that they were more than figments 
of my wish- and expectations The nature of meditation aeems to be, 
especially a t  firat, a slow but cumulative process, a fact that may be 
useful for beginners to know. 

However, with continued pemeverance, subtle effectajust at thelimit 
of my perceptual threshold began to become apparent. I had expected 
the eruption into awareness of powerful, concrete experience*if not 
flash- of lightning and pealing of bell& then a t  leaat something of 
sufficient intensiw to make it clear that I had "gotten if" whatever'it" 
wss. What 'it" actually turned out to be was not the appearance of 
formerly nonexistent mental phenomena, but rather a gradual 



incremenlB~ increase in 
sensitivity $0 the formerly 

subliminal pofliom of m! 0 wn inner stream of COnSCi0uSn~ "when oneairadown wlthe)oaedey~ tosilence themind, one isat 
=bmer.& * a (orrent of thoughwthey CmP UP evenwhere Ilke 
frighten&, nay, aggrmive rats" (SaLprem, 

1968, p. 33). The more 

_itire I blume, the mom 1 w u  forced to recoflile h t w h a t  
formerly believed to be IW ,,tio,,td mind, preweupied with cognitjon, 
planning, problem solving, and so on, 

actually rompti& a frantic 

wmnt of forc~.fu!, demanding, loud. and 0fYn unrelaUd tMrghU and 
fantaeies that filled ah unbelievable pi'opot'tion of,mnse iouenesa eve.n 

during purposive behavior. ~h~ incredible proportxon of conaciousne~ 
that this f a n w  worldoecu~ied, mY P'J 

w e r h e n m  to remove it for more 

ihn a few BeConde8 vd former atate of m i n d l m o r  ignoranceo1 
iU =istence ,,ugv~d me. Interestingly, fhie "mindl-m@" *md 
much more snd difficult to deal with than in i"ychotherapy 
( ~ ~ i ~ h ~  1 ~ 1 6 )  r h m  b e  depth and m i l i r i s  of inner awaren* 
rmed lass and where the therapist provided a W W P ~ U ~ '  focus and 
was available to pull me back if I etarted to get loat in fa*-Yy 

Thesubtlety,eXrlplerity, infinito rnngeandnumbr, andentrapping 
mwer of ae fSnmin  that the mind cream wema, ~ m ~ ' b ~ ~  to 
,,prebend, to differentiate fmm realitY while in them, and even more 
m h  daribe WM h~ not expr iencd them. Lwer U P "  lye'' yf 
imagev and quai-logic Open UP at any FQ int t~ which attention $6 
dire., l n d 4 +  it d a l l y  bewmen apparent that it b i ~ p ~ e a i b ~ ~  
Weetion and one's way outof thi8 a l l - e n c o m p ~ i n ~  tanmy Since 
the vew omcem of questioning, thinking, and =king only . - 
further fantsau. 

~h~ and pervasiveness of these inner dialow- and kntasiea 

left me that we c ~ u l d b m  unaware of them duringour normal 
. . w & i n ~  Life and reminded me of the Ebstern concept ol m h  

.. --  ~ 

~h~ fimt rnedi@tion retreat- 
begun about ¶ear alter, commencing 

sitting, waa a very pai&l snd difficult two-week atfall A marked 
hypersensitivity to all stimuli both internal and external i%Ptdl~ 
developed, rdulting in intense muaal,  axitation. d i m f o r t .  and 

muscle cantractione, eapecial\y around theahoulders- 
one of most amwing rediwveriea during this first retreat 

the incredible proportion of time, well over 90% that 1 spend loat in 
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fantasies. Most of these were of the ego self-aggrandizing type, so that 
when eventually 1 realized I was in them, it proved quite s struggle lo 
decide to give them up and return to the breath, but with practice thii 
decision became alightly easier, faster, and more automatic. This by no 
meana happened quickly. since over the first four or five days the 
proportion of time spent in fantasy actually inereseed aa the meditation 
deepened. During thiaperiod,each time I eatandclosedmy eyes, I would 
immediately be ewept away by vivid hallucinationa, losing all contirct 
with where 1 was or what I was doing, until afteran unknown period of 
times thought would creep in, such asYAm I reallyewimming, lyingon 
the bench?'' or the like, and then I would either get lost bkck into the 
fantssy or another thought wouldeom~c Waitamomenf f thought1 waa 
meditating." If the latter, then I would be left with the ditiicultproblem 

: of trying to ground myself. that la, of differentiating between 
: stimulus pmducing pancepte ("rediw) and entirely endogenow ones 

("haltucinationa"). The only way thin seemed m i b l e  wan lo t ry  finding 
the breath, and 8a I would begin frantically searching araund in this 
hypnagogic universe for the esnaationn of the breath. Such was the 
power of the hallucinations that aometirnea 1 would be literally unableto 
find my breath and would fall back into fantasy. If s u c c d u l .  I would 
recognize my breath and be m u r e d  that I waa in fact meditating. 
Then, in the next moment, 1 would be lost again in yet another fantasy. 

The clarity, power. persuasiveness. end continuity of these 
, hallucinationa are difficult taexpresa adequately. However, theeffectof 
living through three dws during whieh time Co el& my eyes meant 
loslng contact almost immediately with ordinary reality waa 
extraordinarily draining, t o w  the leest. Interestingly enough, while 
thin experience war, uncomfortable and quite beyond my wntro). it waa 
not prrrLicutar4 frightening--if anything, theoppcsite. For many years, 
f had feat& losing control if I let down defenses and traveled too far 
along the mad of nelf-investigation and discovery. Thin appeare to be a 
eommon fear in most growth traditions and seems to s e m  a major 
defensive function Havingexperienced thisoncefearedouteorne, it now 
no longer aeems so terrifying. Of course. the paradox ia that what we 
usually call "control" is actually exactly theopposite, a lack of ability to 
let go of defences. 

While a gcad W% or more of this firet retrest wan taken up with 
mindless fantasy and agitation, there didoccur during the w o n d  week 
mesional short-lived periods of intense peace and tranquility. These 
were so satisfying that while 1 would not be willing to eign up for a 
lifetime in a monastery, I could begin to comprehend the porraibility of 



, the truth of the Buddhiat eaying that Ypeace is the highest form of 
. . happiness." Affective lability was alao extreme. 1 frequently 
. experienced sudden, apparently unpredpitskd, wide mood awinm lo 

complete polar emotions. Shorn of all my props and distrsctions, i t  
a became clear that 1 had little morethm the faintest inklingolaelf-mntml 
: overeither thoushtsor feelings, and thatmy mind hadamindof ibown 
, . This m i t i o n  iscommonly deaerlbed as one of the earliest, strongeat, 

. . .  
. and most mrprising insights that confronts people who begin intensive ... 

. meditation practice, who are alwaya amazed that they had not 
:' , recognized it previously (Goldewin, 1976). I 
. . . 
; . Attach& and Needs 
. . 
, it soon became apparent that the type of material that forcibly erupted 
. ' inta awareness and disrupted concentration waE moat often material- 
, : ideas, fantaaia thoughts, andsoon--to which I waeattached(8ddicM) 

7 .  and around which there was considerable affective charge. There waa a - ,  
'. definite sense that attachments reduced the flexibllityand power of the 
, mind, since whenever 1 wae preoccupied with a stimulustowhich I was I 

attracted, I had difficulty in withdmwing my attention from it to 
, , . observe other stimuli thst p a w d  through awarenesa. 

Paradoxically. it seema thataneedor attachment to beridofacertain 
experience or state may lead toita perpetuation.Theclesrestexample~f 

. , this has been with anxiety. Some montha ago, 1 suddenly began to 

. ,. experience mild anxiety attacks of unknown origin, which curiowb 
.. enough seemed to occur mcst often when I wae feeling really good and in , 
. the preen* ofa particular person who1 loved. At such t ima.  I would ; 

try all my various psychological gymnastics to ersdicete it. since i t  waa 
clearly not okay with me to feel anxious. However. t h e  episode 
continued for some five months in splte of, or, as it actuallr turnedouf 

:* because of resistance to them. Durlng this time my practice 
deepened, and 1 was able to examine more find more of the proem 

. duringmeditation. What1 found was that I hadconalderable fear of fear. 
. 'and my mind therefore surveyed in a radarllke faahion all endogenous 

and exogenous stimuli for their fear-evoking potential and all reartions 
for any fear component Thus there wan a wntinuous mental radarlike 

, scanning ymeesa preeet in an exquisiteb sensitive faahion for the . detection of anything resembling fear. Consequently, there were a 
considerable number of falee poeitivea, that is, nodearful stimuli and 

renctionn that were interpreted aa fearful or potentially fear provoking. 
Since the reactions to the false pasitivee themselvee comprised fear and 
fearcomponentg there wasafmursean immediatechain reactionset up. 
with one fear reaponae acting as atimuloa for the next I t  thus became 
very clear that my fear of and reaistanceta fear wan exactly what was 
perpetuating it. 

This insight and the further application of meditative awareness to 
the proeese certainly reduced but did not eradicate theae e p i d e a  
entirely. Paradoxieall~, they still tended to recur when I felt verycalm 
and peacelul. It waa not until the middle of the next meditation retreat 
that the -ns for this became clear. After the firat few dam of pain 
and agitation. I began to feel more and mom peaceful, and there came a 
sitting in which I could feel my meditation deepening perceptibly and 
the restless mental scanning slowing more and more. Then, ac the 
process continued to deepen and slow. I was literally jolted by a flash of 
agitation and anxiety aewmpanyinga thought-''But what do1 donow if 
there'a no more anxiety to look for?" It was apparent that if I continued, 
there would be neither anxiety to scan for nor ancanning praceaa itaelf, 
and my need b get rid of anxiety demanded that I have a continuous 
aesnningmechaniam, and theprenenceof the mechanism in turncreated 
the preeence of anxiety. My "But what do 1 do now!" fear had very 
effectively temoved the possibility of the dissipation of both, and its 
occurrence a t  a tima when I was feeling mcst peaceful, relaxed, andsafe 
at m u m  explained why I had been subject to thew anxiety epieoden a t  
therpparently paradoxical times when I felt beat. Paradoxically, then, it 
appears that withinthe mind, ifyou needto berldofoertsinerperieneos, 
then not only nreyou likely toexperienesanumberaftalse positives, but 
you may also need to have them around continuounly m you can keep 
getting rid of them. Thus, within the province of the mind. what you 
m i s t  is what you get. 

With continued practice, the speed, power, loudness, and continuity of 
thoughb and fantasies began to diminish slowly. Jenving subtle 
sensations of greater pence and quiet After aperiodof about four or five 
montha there occurred epiucdar in which I would open my eyes a t  the 
end of meditation and lark a t  the outside world without the preaence of 
concomitant internal dialogua This state would be rapidly terminated 



by a riningsenee of anxiety and anomie accompanied by the thought'l 
don't know what anythingmeana"Thus I could be lwkingatmmething 
completely familiar, such as a tree, a building, or  the sky, and yet 
without an accompanying internal dialogue to label and categorize it. it 
felt totally strange and devoid of meaning. It s e e m  that what made 
something familiar, and hence secure, waa not simply ita recognition. 
but the actual cognitive process of matching, categorizing, and labeling 
it. and thatonce this wasdone, moreattentionandreactivity wan focused I 

on the label and labeling proceas than on the stimulus itaelf. Thus the 
initial fantasy and thought-free periods may feel both strange and 
distinctly unpleasant, so that we are a t  first punished by their I 
unfamiliarity. We have created an unseen prison for ourselves, in which 
the bars are made up of thoughta and fantasies of which we remain 
largely unaware unless we undertake intensive perceptual training. 
Moreover, i f  they are removed, we may be frightened by the 
unfamiliarity of the experience and rapldly reinstate them.'We uphold 
the world with our internal dialogue" (Castaneda, 1974). 

Presumably, this labeling proem must modify our perception in 
many ways, including reducing our ability to experience each stimulus 
fully, richly, and newly, by reducing its mu1tidimensional.nature intoa 
lesaer dimensional cognitive labeling framework. This must necesearily 
derive from the past, be less tolerant of ambiguity, less here and now. 
and perpetuative of a sense of samenessand continuity of the world.This 
pmeess may represent the phenomenological and cognltivemeditational 
basis of Deikman's (1966) concept of automatization and Don Juan's 
"maintaining the world aa we know it" (Caataneda, 1971, 1974). 

Interestingly, the extent of reactionto the stimulus itaelfssoppoaedto 
the label seems to be a direct function of the degree of mindfulness or 
meditative awareness. If I am mindful, then I tend to be focuaed on the 
primary sensations themselves, to label less, and to react to these labels I 
l e a  For example, there was a period of about slx weeks during which 1 
felt mildly depressed. I was not inespacitated, but wss uncomfortable, 
dysphoric, and confused about what was happening to me throughout 
most of the waking day. However, during daily meditation, this 
experience and its affective quality changed markedly. The experience 
then felt somewhat like being on sensory overload, wlth many vague. 
ill-defined somatic sensations and a large number of rapidly appearing 
and disappearing unclear visual images. However, to my surprise. 
nowhere could I find stimuli that were actually painful. Rather, there 

was just a large input of vague stimuli of uncertain significance and 
meaning. I would therefore emerge from each sitting with the 
recognition that I was actually not experiencing any pain and feeling 
considerably better. Thin is analogous to Tarthang Tulku's (1974) 
statement that "the more you go into the disturbance--when you really 
get there--the emotional chamcteristia no longer exlet" 

However, within a very short time 1 would lapse once more into my 
habitual nonmindful state, and when I next became mindful, onceagain 
I would find that1 had been automatically labelingtheatimuluewmplex 
aa depression and then rencting to thls label with thoughta and such 
fee1ingsas"I'mdepremd;I feelawful; what have1 done todeservethin?" 
and so on. A couple of momente of relaxed mindfulness would be 
sufficient to switch the focus back to the primary sensations and the 
recognition once again that I was actually not experiencingdieeomfort. 
This p r a m  repeated iteelf endleasly during each day. This effect of 
mindfulneaa or phenomenolow and reactivity should lend lteelf to 
experimental neurophysiological investigation. I t  in also an intemting 
example of one difference in the therapeutic pmcesseeof meditationand 
traditional Western therapies. Where the latter attempt to change the 
content of experience, meditation is also interented in changing the 
perceptual-cognitive processes by which the mind produces such 
experiences. 

Perceptual Sdiuity 
One of the most fundamental changes haa been an increase in perceptual 
aensltivity, which aeems to include both a h l u t e  and discrimination 
thresholds. Examples of this include both a more subtle awareness of 
previously known precepts and a novel identiflcation of previously 
unreeognieed phenomena 

Sensitivlb and clarity frequently seem enhanced following a 
meditation sitting or retreat. Thus, for example, a t  them tlmes it seems 
that I can discriminate visual f o m  and outllnen more clearly. It alm 
feels aa though empathy Is significantly increased and that 1 am more 
aware of other people's subtle behaviors, vocal intonations, and the like. 
aa well aa my own affective responaea to them. The experience feels like 
having a faint but discernible veil removed from my eyes, and that the 
veil in made up of hundredsof subtle thoughta and feelings. Each one of 
these thoughta and feelings s e e m  to act as a competing stimulus or 
'mine" that thus reduees sensitivity to any one object. Thua after medita- 



.' tion, any specific stimulua appears stronger and clearer. presumably 
. beeause the signal:nok ratio is increased. These observations provide a 

phenomenological baais and pseible perceptual mechanism to explain 
, the findings that meditators in general tend to exhibit heightened per- 

ceptual wwitivity and ernpa*. 
' . One unexpected demonstration of greater sensitivity has been the 

meurrence of the synenthetic perception of thoughta Synesthesia or 
eroes-modali@ perception, is the phenomenon in which stimulation of 
onewnsory modality is perceived inseveral, as, for example, when sound . . , is eeen and felt aa well as heard (Marks. 1916). Following the enhanced 
perceptual sensitivie that occurred during my prior paychotherapy. 1 
began to aperienee t h i ~  phenomenon frequently, mgmt ing ths t  it may 

:. well occur within all of us, although uaualb below our threshold8 
. (Welsh. 1976). Now during moment8 of greater meditative sensitivity. I 

' . . have begun to experience this c m ~ m o d a l i @  perception with purely 

, mental stimull, such aa thoughte Thus, for example. I may initially 
experience &thought as a feeling and subsequently become aware of a 

' . . .  : visual imsge before'finally recognizing the more familiar cognitive 
, - .  information component& 

, Another novel type of perception seems to have occurred with 
: continued practice, since I have begun to find myself @%dually able to 

. recognize increasingly subtle mental phenomena when 1 am not 
. . .  

meditating, but rather when I am involved in mydailyactivity.Thi8 haa 
' in an increased recognition of affecte, motivations, and subtle 

* : 
- . defensive maneuvers and manipulations. Indeed. these la t te r  
. . recognitiom seem to now constitute the eensitivity-limiting factor. since 

. .. the discomfort that attends their more ftequent perception is often 
. " . sufficient to result in a defensive contraction of awareness. .. . 

' I  

' Tmt and SUTT& 
. . 
I' These experiences have led to a greater understanding of and 

willingness to surrender to the meditative procw. In the Weat. 
haa connotations of succumbing or being overwhelmed, 

' but here it is employed more in line with its uae in the meditative 
. '. traditions. Thus with increasing experience1 havebefinto aurrender to 
' . the proem in the sense of trusting, following, and allowing it to unfold 

: without attempting to change, coerce, or manipulate it and without 
requiring prior understanding of what I may be about to go 

through or predicting the outcome. Thua, for example, oneof my major 

fears has bken that of loaing control, intellectual skilla and scientific 
capacities. Thin aeema reminiwent of Fadiman's (1977) statement that 
oneof the major barriers to moving on to the nextlevel iealwwsthefear 
of loeing what we have. 

Thus, although 1 need to make it very clear that this surrender is far I 

from complete for me. i t  haa come a long way since I first began. The 
experiencea that seem to havecontributed to thisare as followa First of 

I 
all, to the b t  of my knowledge, the feared catashphien have not I 

happened For example, my intellectual and scientlfic skills seem to 
have remained intact. In addition, meditation seema to have pruvlded a 
range of experiences, insighta and development8 formerly totally 
unknown to me, and I have been foreed to d v e  up  expecting new I 
experiencea to be merely extensions of what I already know. As both 
Bugental (1965) and Rajneesh (1976) have stated, gmwth is always a 
voyage into the unknown. 

Furthermore. It now seemsclenr tome that i t  is moateffective toallow 
experiencen to be as they are and to experience them without forclbly 
trying to than- them. This is enpeelallytrue when viewed wlth the 
recognition that any experience a n  beused for growth, even to the point 
of perceiving the experience ru necessary and perfect for the proceea 
Indeed, recognizing the perfection and functionality of each experience 
appears to be a highly productive perspective for neveral reaeona First, 
it reduces the deleterious agitation, resistance. and eruption of defenses 
and manipulations that result fmm judgment and negative perspec- 
tivei. Second. contrary b my previous beliefs, acceptance and a 
nonjudgmental attitude toward an experience or situation doen not 
necessarily remwe either the motivationor capaclty todeal with it in the 
moat effective manner. Thus my prior beliefa were that  I needed my 
judgments aversions. and negative reactions in order to power my 
motivation to modify the situations and stimuli eliciting them. I t  should 
be noted here that the experienceof perfectionis ju t tha t ,  an experience. 
which may say more about the paychol&cal state of the Individual 
perceiving it than about the stimulus per se, and may not necessarily in 
any way vltiate the perceiver's perception of the need to modify it. 
Finally. I have come to recognize that the great meditation teachers 
really knew what they were talking about. Time and time aguin. I have 
read deaeriptions, explanations, and predictions about meditation. the 
normal psychological state, the states that arise with more and more 
meditation, latent capacities and on and on, and have scoffed and 
argued against them, feeling that they were just m removed from my 



prior experience and beliefa that  they could not possibly be true. 
However, by now I have had a varietY of experiences that  1 formerly 
would have believed ta be impoeeible. and have gained the experiential 
background with which to understand more of what  is being taught  I 
now have toacknowledge that theeepeople know a greatdeal more than 1 
do and that i t  ieeertain$ w o r t h m  while to pwcareful  attention totheir 
gugg~tiofin. Experiential knowledge may be e g ~ n t i a l  for intellectual 
understanding of psychological processes and consciousneba. and. 
unfortunately, even highly i n t e l l ~ t ~ a l l v  sophi~ticated nonpractitioners 
may not be able to understand such phenomena fully. My experiences 
lead me to believe that the K A ~  of mind, its range and depth of 
experience, its capacities for prcducing eneompsaaing and absorbing 
illusions, which we take for reality, themten t to  which i t  isuausllvoutof 
our and its nature and potentials when fully trained m a  not 
o n b  b e  more than we believe, but also more than we urn believe. 

CONCLUSION 

For over 3000 years, i t  has been claimed tha t  meditation is a powerful 
t~,,l svailable for everyone for the exploration of mind. ~ o ~ i 0 ~ 9 n W t  
and 'aell." Moreover, i t  le claimed that  thin tool. if used wiaeb and 
auifjciently, enables one to reach thevew higheatrrtakeof eonnciousW 
and levels of elf-aciualization and elf-transcendence. These are 
extraordinary claims, and presumably no therapeutic tool could 
promise more. Are these claims valid? A11 meditation traditions a re  
unsnimoua in agreeing that no amount of words can ever fully anawer 
this question and that the only true tat ie permnal experience. The 
words epoken a thouaand years ago by an ancient Tibetsn master atill 
apply: 

To see it this be true, look within your own mind. 

Or, in the worda of Plotimua: 

We must claaa cur eyea and mke a m w  mnnner of seeing. 
a w&efulnass that ia the birthright of US all. 
though tew put it to uae. 
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